**Beaver Booters Lose To Brown In First Game, 2-1**

Willing. Winning Goal Scored On Penalty Shot Late In Third Period

Going down in a 2-1 fashion, the Beaver booters lost to a strong Brown aggregation, 25 in their opener in Providence on Saturday. The game started off in a fast pace, with Brown propagating their superiorities and their opening goal came in the 10th minute of the second half. Both goals were scored on penalty shots, and the second was a beautiful penalty marked match.

**Tech Game Even**

Tech drew level minutes before the end of the third quarter when Brown made a hard kick into the net, but Brown got ahead when they scored the winning goal in penalty shot in the same period. Noticeable on the Tech side were Capt. Fred Hearon, whose skillful work in goal looks up many Brown players, Keimin, for his excellent defensive play, and Johnson and Loven, whose good play in the full back positions saved Tech from troubles.

**Tunny Tourney In Second Round**

The fall tennis tournament for upper-classmen bounced out of the first round on Monday, the 14th, with three more round to go to the championship. The teams are practicing daily with increasing enthusiasm as the quarterfinals approach.

**Wardrobe Necessities and Seasonable Suggestions**

**SHETLAND SUITS**

$40.00

**COVERT CLOTH SUITS**

In Natural Shades

$45.00

**An imported English flannel**

SUITs

In Cambridge Grey

$50.00

Always an important item in the wardrobe of the well dressed student. Conditions in England make this a rare offering.